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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the classical representation theory of the symmetric groups, the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule provides a combinatorial method of calculating the constituents 
of the restriction of an ordinary representation to a Young subgroup. The 
purpose of this paper is to examine the ramifications of this result for modular 
theory. Indeed we are looking for a characteristic free version of the rule, and 
this means interpreting it in terms of the submodule structure of the modules 
involved. 
To this end we generalise the definition of Specht modules in section 2, 
and we look at some homomorphisms. The modules include skew representa- 
tions. In section 3, the classical relationship between skew representations and 
direct product of irreducible representations is seen in the light of a charac- 
teristic free result on the restriction of Specht modules to suitable subgroups. 
The crux of the paper comes in section 4, where the main result of section 2 
is used to construct a chain of submodules of certain generalised Specht modules 
with some factors isomorphic to Specht modules. The problem remains at this 
stage whether all the factors in the series have been accounted for. There might 
be some factors which have been lost in the kernels of the homomorphisms used. 
Before embarking on a detailed study of section 4, the reader is advised to try 
a few examples of the type given at the end of the section. 
Using the classical Littlewood-Richardson rule, the problem whether all the 
factors have been found is answered affirmatively in section 5 for skew represen- 
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tations. The paper is concluded with a few remarks about how this result might 
be improved to give a proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule, for example by 
counting dimensions. 
2. DIAGRAMS 
In this section, for each set of n elements from Z x Z (Z denoting the set of 
integers) we construct an I;G, module. Then we define some FG,-homomor- 
phisms, which will be used to construct a chain of submodules. When our 
representation module corresponds to a skew diagram, the factors in the chain 
will be isomorphic to Specht modules, and such a chain will be referred to as a 
S’pecht series. The result will be independent of characteristic, and so we take F 
to be an arbitrary field. We denote by 6, the group of permutations of {1,2,..., n}. 
A permutation is a bijection; we write functions on the left. 
A diagram of n nodes is a subset of Z x Z containing n elements. The elements 
of the diagram are called its nodes. If (Y = (al ,..., asr), 01~ > or, 3 ... > 01~ > 0, 
is a partition of 71, the diagram 
{(i,j)ll <i<:,l <j<ctJ 
will be denoted by [a]. Such diagrams will be called partition diagrams. More 
generally, let 01 = (01~ ,..., a,) be a partition of a and /I = (/$ ,..., /3J be a partition 
of b such that a = b + n and oli >, /3i for all i (interpret pi = 0 for i > s). The 
diagram 
is called a skew diagram, and will be denoted by [a\/?]. 
Let D be a diagram. A tableau of D, or a D-tableau, is a bijective function 
x: D --f {I, 2,..., n>. If QT E 6, and x is a D-tableau, the composition rx is also 
a D-tableau. If j E Z, then {x(i, j) / (i, j) E D} is the jth column of x. Similarly, 
the ith row of x is the set of all x(i, j) such that (i, j) E D. A coZumn (TOW) permutu- 
tion of x is a permutation whose restriction to each column (row) of x is a 
permutation of that column (row). We denote by C(x) = Cx (R(x) = Ev) the 
group of column (row) permutations of a tableau x. 
Let c denote the unit character and E the alternating character of 6,) both 
with values in F. For any subset X of 6, we define the following elements of 
FG, : 
c(X) = c u c(X) = c MU 
OSX OSX 
For a tableau x we study the left ideal 
F(x) : = FG, <(Cl%) @7x) 
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of FG, . In particular, if [a] is a partition diagram, then Sa : = F(X) is a Specht 
module. It is well known that if we take one Specht module for each partition of 71, 
we obtain, over a field of characteristic zero, a full set of irreducible, inequivalent 
representations of 6, , and that a study of these modules over an arbitrary field 
yields information concerning the decomposition numbers of 6, . 
Let x, y be tableaux of the same diagram D. Then for some 71 E 6, TX = y. 
Since C(~X) = nC(x)& (and similarly for R(x)), multiplication on the right 
by n-l provides an FG,-isomorphism T: F(x) + F(y), since 
T(E(CX) @x)) = +Cx) @~)a-~ = r-%(Cy) c(Ry) cF(y) 
Thus, different tableaux of the same shape define isomorphic left ideals. We 
adopt the notation that SD refers to any module isomorphic to F(x) when x is a 
D-tableau. If we want to draw attention to the ground field, we shall use the 
notation SFD. 
The main concern of this paper is with the case when D = [a\/?], a skew 
diagram. Here we shall write SD as 91s and we shall call Sa\e a skew representation 
of 6, . In particular, if /3 has s parts and /3r = ,Bz = ..I = /Is = ~l,+~ , then D 
is made up to two parts, each of which is a translation of a partition diagram, 
say [A], [t/l], and SD is isomorphic to SA OF SW induced up to 6, . This module 
is the subject of the Littlewood-Richardson rule in the classical theory. 
It is clear that 
2.1. If D’ is obtained from D by permuting the rows of D or by permuting 
the columns of D, then SD’ z SD. 
EXAMPLE. SD1 G SD2 G SD3 z DD4 where 
x x x x x x x x x x x x X 
D,=x x D,=x D,= x D,= x x 
X x x x x x x x x 
(To prove these isomorphisms, simply observe that we may take 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 3 1 2 4 7 
x,=5 6 x,=7 x3== 7 x4= 6 5 
7 5 6 5 6 4 3 2 1 
whereupon ~(CX,) L(&) is independent of i). 
It is also easy to verify that 
2.2. SD s Soi for some partition LY. if and only if for every pair of nodes 
(i1 ,iJ and (i2 ,j,) in D, either (i1 ,j,) or (iz ,j,) is in D. 
In such a case, it is trivial that SD has a natural Specht series (with one term). 
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We shall concentrate in this section on the case where 2.2 fails. The idea is then 
to construct from D two diagrams DI and DK and an FG,-homomorphism T 
such that T(SD) = SD’ (I stands for image), and SDK C SD with T(SDK) = 0. 
(Only in some special cases does SDK = Ker T). 
2.3 DEFINITIONS. Suppose (ir , jI) and (ia , ja) E D but (i1 , ja) and (ia , jr) $ D. 
D’ and DK are defined with respect to these special nodes (ir , jr) and (ia, ja) as 
follows: 
DI = {(i, j) / i + i1 or iz and (i, j) E D} 
U l.(G , j) I (4 4 or (4 , j) E D) 
U{(il,j)I(il,j)and(i,,j)~D) 
D”={(i,j)Ij+j,orjaand(i,j)~D} 
U ((6 id I (i, jJ or (i, id E D> 
U {(i,jA I (kid and (i,h) E D>. 
If x is a D-tableau, let the Dr-tableau XI and the DK-tableau xx be defined by 
r’(i, j) = I 
4, j) if (i, j) E D n D’ 
44 , i) if (i, j) E D’\D 
.+(i, j) = 
I 
4, i) if (i, j) E D n Dx 
x(i, jd if (i, j) E DK\D 
Thus, P (respectively x1) is obtained from D (respectively x) by moving some 
nodes (respectively numbers) from the irth row to the izth row. DK (respectively 
xK) is obtained in a similar way be moving some nodes (respectively numbers) 
from the jrth column to the j&h column. 
EXAMPLE. If 
D=@’ ’ 
xx ’ (4 ,jd = (2, 1) 
and (4 , id = (1, 3) 
being the two special nodes (which we have circled), then 
x x x x x x 
D’xz ’ and x x x 
x x 
DK=X x 
X X 
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If 
1 2 3 1 2 5 1 2 
34 5 then XI 4 3 5 x = = 
6 7 6 7 
and XK=4 
6 7 
8 8 8 
Note that the definitions give C(9) = C(x) and R(S) = R(x). 
2.4 THEOREM. Suppose that (i1 , jJ and ( iz , j2) E D but (il , j2) and (ie , j,) $ D. 
DeJine DI and DK with respect to (i1 , j,) and (iz , jJ as above. Then there is an 
FG,-homomorphism T such that T(SD) = SD’, SDK C SD and T(SDK) = 0. 
Pvoof. Let x be a D-tableau, and define x1 and xK as above. Choose coset 
representatives of R(x) n R(x’) in R(x) and R(xf) according to the equations: 
R(x) = XR(x) n R(x’) R(x’) = R(X) n R(x’)Y. 
Suppose that w E R(x)\R(xr). Then there exist (i, , j) E D n D1 (i1 , s) E D\DI 
such that 
x(il , j) = rx(il , s) = 7x1(& , s). 
Since (i1 , j) ED n D’, (iz, j) E D, and since n E R(x), there exists t such that 
x(iz , j) = 7-rx(i2, t) = 7rxr(i2 , t). 
Thus the transposition (x(il , j), x(i2 , j)) belongs to C(x) n R(rx’). It follows 
that I rr~(Rxr) = 0. Thus 
c(Cx) L(X) L(RX’) = c(Cx) @2x’). 
A similar proof shows that when coset representatives of C(x) n C(xK) in C(x) 
and C(xK) are chosen according to the equations: 
then 
C(X) = C(X) n C(xK)U C(xK) = VC(x) n C(xK), 
l (Cx”) l ( U) L(RX) = c(Cx”) L(RX). 
Now define T: F(x) -+ F(xr) to be the homomorphism obtained by multi- 
plying on the right side by I(Y). Thus 
T(c(Cx) @?x)) = e(Cx) L(Rx) L(Y) = I L(X) Q?x’) = I c(Rx’). 
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In fact, therefore, T(F(x)) = 8(x’); that is, T(SD) = SD’. Since R(x) = R(+ 
~(CX”) C(RS) = c(Cx”) c(U) L(RX) = c(V) c(Cx) (RX) EF(X). 
Therefore SDK C SD. 
Finally we want to check that c(Ca+) L(R#) belongs to the kernel of T. 
T(<(CxK) c(RxK)) = <(CxK) L(X) ~(Rxj). 
Let 77 G R(x) = R(3+). S’ lnce I{& ,i) I (6 , i) and (4 ,i) E D”ll > N(4 d I (4 ,i) 
and (is ,i) E D}], there exist i and t such that (ii ,i) and (ia ,i) E DK, (i, , t) E D, 
(is , t) 6 D and 
X”(il , j) = “X(i1 , t) = myi ) t). 
Also, xK(i2 , j) = nx(i, , s) = ~-x~(is , s) for some s. 
Hence the transposition (x~(z’, ,i), x”(ia ,i)) belongs to C(zK) n R(z4). It 
follows that c(CxK) n~(Rx’) = 0, whence T(c(CxK) L(Rx~)) = 0, as required. 
3. SKEW REPRESENTATIONS 
The classical approach to the skew representation is through the property: 
Over a field of characteristic zero, the multiplicity of 5’~ as a composition 
factor of Sa\a is equal to the multiplicity of Sa: as a composition factor of SB # SY 
(01, /3, y are partitions of a, b, c resp., a = b + c and Ss # Sv is Sa OF Sv 
induced from G,G, to G,,,). This is an easy corollary of the following charac- 
teristic free result: 
3.1 THEOREM. Over any$eld, S”( has a chain of GbG, submodules with factors 
isomorphic to S6 OF Sa\@ where each partition p of b such that a\/3 exists occurs 
exactly once. 
Proof. Let x be the initial a-tableau in column dictionary order. We prove 
the theorem for S@ -= F(x). 
Let P” be the set of partitions p of b such that pi f 01~ for all i. These are 
precisely the partitions of b for which a\/3 exists. Let y be a column standard 
a-tableau. For each j, 1 <i < 01~ , put /3j = 0 if y(i,j) > b for all i, otherwise 
choose /3j maximal with respect to y(/$ ,i) < b. Then p = (/$) is a sequence 
of non-negative integers, and if y is standard, then ,B is a partition of b whose 
conjugate, /3’, belongs to Pa. We shall denote the sequence p by b(y). These 
sequences are ordered lexicographically. 
For each /3 E Pa, let Va be the subspace of F(x) spanned by those ae(Cx) L(Rx) 
such that ux is standard and b(ax) > /3’, the conjugate of p. For example if 
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ol = (3,2, 1) and b = 3, then 0 C P’) C Vczl) C P) = F(x) and V(13) involves 
standard tableaux of the form 
1 xx 
2x > 
3 
V2J) involves these and tableaux of the form 
12x 13x 
3 x and 2x , 
X X 
while V(s) involves all standard tableaux. The first step in the proof is to check 
that Vs is an G,G,-submodule of F(x) for each /3 E Pa. To do this we use the 
Garnir relations, details of which can be found in [l]. 
A Garnir relation for a tableau y may be written 
4CY) @Y) = c 44 4CY) @Y) Wfl 
summing over the elements r of the Garnir element, rr # 1. The nature of the 
Garnir relation shows that for rr in this sum, b(~y) > b(y). 
Repeated use of a Garnir relation now shows that when a column standard 
generator of F(x) is expressed in terms of standard generators we get 
T,(CX) c(Rx) = c h,ae(Cx) q?x) 
0 standard 
(*I 
7x column standard, and h, # 0 implies &ax) > b(~-x). 
Now let v be a-standard, such that b(vx) 3 p’. Let rr = (i, i + 1) with either 
1 < i < b or b < i < a, and suppose r is not a column permutation of VX. 
Then Zr(mx) = b(vx). Applying * with r = rrv we get mc(Cx) c(I?x) expressed 
in terms of standard generators cc(Cx) L(Rx) with 
p’ < b(vx) = b(Tvx) < b(ux). 
Hence TV< I E Vs. This conclusion is trivial if v is a column permutation 
of TX, and this proves that Vs is an 6,6,-submodule of F(x). 
Note. The argument fails if we take r = (b, b + 1) because in this case we 
can have b(vx) > b(nvx). 
We now have a chain of Gb6, submodules of F(x) 
@I/56/2-j 
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where the elements of P are ordered so that 
in lexicographic order. We now wish to show that 
Let x1 be the initial &tableau (in column dictionary order) on numbers 
1, 2,..., b and let xa be the initial a\pi tableau on numbers b + l,..., b + c = a. 
Pi = F(x,) and Sa\fli = F(x,) are generated by fi = c(Cxi) @xi) and fi = 
l (Cxa) c(Rxs) respectively. Then Sai @ Sa\@ is generated over F6,6, s 
FGb @,F6, by fi @fs. Clearly Ann fi @ FG,, + FE& @ Ann fi C Ann fi @ fi 
and using the bases for FG, and FGb given in [l], these left ideals have the same 
dimension. Hence 
Ann fi Ofi = Annfi @FG, + FGb @ Annfi. 
Let x = xi u xg . x is an a-tableau and P/P+1 is generated over FE,G, by 
f3 = I Q&x). Th e proof of the theorem is complete once we show that 
Annf, ofi = Annfs . They h ave the same dimension since P&/P-1 and 
F(q) OF(+) have the same dimension. It is therefore sufficient to prove 
Annf, Ofi C Annf,. 
To do this we check that c @ u annihilates f3 + Vi-1 where c is a Garnir 
element of x1 and o E 6, , and also that r @? d annihilates f3 + W-1 where 
r E 6, and d is a Garnir element of xa . 
Let cr be the Garnir element of x corresponding to the position (s, t), which 
is the position of the Garnir element of xi . 
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Recalling how cr and c are alternating sums of coset representatives, we see that 
Cl - c = 1 ++r 
summing over certain permutations m such that XYC > x. Hence 
The summation belongs to Vi-l, so c(f. + Vi-l) = 0. c and u commute, so 
c@.. + Vi-l) = 0. A similar argument holds for 7 @ d. (If c does not involve 
any elements of xa , or if d does not involve any elements of x1 , the result is 
trivial.) This completes the proof. 
4. PICTURES FOR DIAGRAMS 
We now define for each diagram D a set of functions, called pictures. A 
picture maps D to (the reflection in the second coordinate axis of) a partition 
diagram, and the different picture images for a skew diagram [a\/?] will describe 
the factors in a Specht series for S@. Our definition of a picture is designed so 
that in the special case where [a\fl] is the disjoint union of two partition diagrams, 
[A] and [p], the set of picture images for [a\/?] is precisely the set of partition 
diagrams appearing in the “product” [I\]. [p] given by the Littlewood-Richardson 
rule. 
To simplify notation it is convenient to introduce the convention that if 
DCZ XZ then -D:={(i,-j)I(i,j)~D). 
EXAMPLE. I(49 2, J)\@)l = PI . P, 11 and the Littlewood-Richardson rule 
for this product gives [2] * [2, l] = [4, l] + [3,2] + [3, 12] + [22, 11. We 
propose that the calculation should be performed as follows: 
a13 a14 a21 a!22 a13 a14 a21 a13 a14 %l a13 a14 a13 a14 
a21 a22 zzz a31 + a31 a22 + a22 + a23 a22 
a31 a31 a31 
The symbols to be used are determined on the left-hand side, by replacing 
the (i, j) node in [(4,2, l)\(2)] by the symbol at,. There are several ways of 
describing the configurations given by the Littlewood-Richardson rule, but 
the method we adopt is the following. The configurations appearing on the 
right-hand side of the above equality are precisely those for which for all 
i, j, x, y, uij replaces the (x, y) node o there is a picture P for [(4,2, l)\(2)] 
with, for all i,j, x, y, P(i, j) = (x, y), where 
4.1 DEFINITION. A picture for the diagram D is an injection P: D -+ Z x H 
such that (0) to (4) hold: 
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(0) - P(D) is the diagram of some partition. 
Write P(i,j) = (P(i,j), , P(;,j)J. Suppose that (i,j) and (i’,j’) E D 
(1) If i’ < i and/ < j then P(;‘,j’), < P(;,j), and P(;‘,j’), < P(;, j), . 
(2) If i’ = i andj’ < j then P(i’,j’)r f P(;,j)i and P(;‘, j’)z < P(i, j)z . 
(3) If i’ < i andj’ = j then P(C, j’)r < P(i, j), and P(;‘,j), < P(;, j)z . 
(4) If i’ > i and j’ <j then either P(C, j,), > P(;, j)t or P(;‘,j’), < P(;, j)s . 
Notice that condition (l)-(4) together are equivalent to conditions (l’)-(4’) 
together :
(1’) If P(;‘, j’)i < P(i, j)r and -P(i’, j’)z < -P(;, j), then i’ < i and 
-j’ < -j. 
(2') If P(;‘, j’)i = P(i, j)r and -P(i’, j’)2 < -P(i, j), then i’ < i and 
-j’ < -j. 
(3’) If P(i’, j’)r < P(i, j)t and P(;‘,jl), = P(i, j), then i’ < i and -j’ < -j. 
(4’) If P(i’,j)r > P(i, j)r and -P(i’,j), < -P(i, j), then either i’ > i 
or -jl < -j. 
4.2 EXAMPLE. Suppose D = (4, 3, l)\(2). Thus (replacing each node in D 
by its coordinates), 
13 14 
D= 21 22 23 
31 
There are four pictures for D, given by 
21 22 13 14 21 22 13 14 21 13 14 21 13 14 
31 23 ) 23 7 31 22 23 1 22 23 
31 31 
where we have replaced each node in P(D) by its inverse image. 
We shall see later that S(4,3J)\(2) has a Specht series whose factors are LS’(~*~), 
,S4Jz), ,S3’) and S’3,2J). Indeed, we intend to prove that for every skew partition 
D, SD has a Specht series whose factors are given by the images of the pictures 
for D. In this section we show that usually nodes (il , ji) and (& , jJ can be 
found so that the operators I and K have the property that there is a bijection 
between the set of pictures for D and the disjoint union of the set of pictures 
for DI and the set of pictures for DK. When no such pair of nodes exists we can 
apply the isomorphisms of 2.1. Starting from D, and applying isomorphisms 
and the operators I and K repeatedly, in a carefully chosen order, we can 
construct a set of diagrams each of which corresponds to a Specht module Sa. 
Since our operations will preserve the set of picture images, the various partitions 
01 appearing here will correspond to the set of picture image for the original skew 
diagram D. 
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All the diagrams in this section will satisfy our 
4.3 MAIN HYPOTHESIS. D # ,a and if (i, j) and (i’,f) E D with i’ < i and 
j’ < j then (i’,j) ED. 
Every skew partition and every picture image satisfies this hypothesis. Our 
operations on diagrams will move some nodes in a north-easterly direction, 
preserving the main hypothesis. The hypothesis guarantees the existence of a 
unique (Y, s) with the property: 
4.4. (r,s)EDandif(i,j)EDtheni>randj<s. 
All our operations will keep (Y, S) fixed, and will move nodes nearer to this 
one. We say that (;, j) is deposited in D if (i, j) E D, and (z’,j)) E D for each (z’,j) 
with i > i’ 3 Y andj < jl < s. (Once a node is deposited we shall not move it). 
It is easy to verify that 
4.5. If (;, j) is deposited in D, then every picture for D satisfies 
P(i,j) = (i - Y + 1, j - s - 1). 
In particular, if -D is a translation of a partition diagram (i.e. if -D = 
((U+f,~~+j)I(i,j)E[~l)f or some u, z, E Z, a: a partition), then D has a unique 
picture P (and P(D) = -[a]). 
Consider the following hypotheses which may hold for a pair of nodes (ii , jr) 
and (ia, jJ in D: 
HYPOTHESIS K. (i) is < ;r and if i, < i < i1 and j < jz then (i, j) 6 D, 
and (ii) j, < j, and if jr < j < j, and i2 < i then (i, j) $ D. 
HYPOTHESIS I. (i) iz < i1 and if i2 < i < il and j < jz then (i, j) $ D, 
and (ii) jr < j, and if jr < j < jz and iz < i then (i, j) c$ D. 
Hypotheses K and I each imply that there are no nodes between the lines in 
the figure below. The hypotheses differ in allowing nodes on parts of the lines. 
Tii2 ‘j2’ 
We shall prove that our main hypothesis forces the existence of two nodes in D 
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satisfying one of hypotheses K or I (or a degenerate form of these hypotheses). 
First we require a preliminary lemma. 
4.6 LEMMA. Assume that (i1 , jl) and (i2 , je) are two nodes in D satisfying 
either hypothesis K OY hypothesis I. Let I’ be a picture for D. Then preciseb one of 
the inequaZities P(il ,jl)l < P(i2 , j& and P(i, ,j,):! 3 P(i2 , j,), holds. 
Proof. By 4.1(4), at most one of the given inequalities holds. 
Let P(i, , jl) -= (x1 , yr), P(is ,jJ : (x2 , ~2) and assume that x1 > x, and 
yr < yr . By 4.1(O), there exists (i’, j’) E D with P(;‘, j’) = (x1 , yz). Then 
4.1(2’) and (3’) give j, < j’ z< j, and i2 < i’. Therefore, hypothesis K does not 
hold for D. Similarly, (since (x2 , y,) E P(D)), hypothesis I does not hold for D. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
4.7 THEOREM. *%sume that D satisfies the main hypothesis 4.3, and (Y, s) 
satisJes 4.4. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) Every (i, j) which belongs to D is deposited in D. 
(ii) 3i* > Y such that Vj(i*, j) $ D, but Fl(il, jl) ED with i1 > i”. 
(iii) jj* < s such that Vi(i, j”) $ D, but 3(i, ,.il) E D with j, < j*. 
(iv) 3(i, , j,) and (iz ,j2) E D sa zs ying both hypotheses K and I. t’f 
(v) 3(i, , j,) and (i, , j,) E D satisfying hypothesis K, with (iz , j,) deposited 
in D. Every picture for D satis$es P(il , jl)2 3 P(i2 , j,), . 
(vi) 34 , .i,) and (4 ,A) E D satisfJkg hypothesis I, with (il , j,) deposited 
in D. Every picture fey D satisfies P(il ,,j& < P(i2 , j& . 
Proof. Define the partial order < on Z x .Z by: 
(i, j) < (i’,j’) -- (i, j) # (i’, j’), i < i’ and j > j’ 
(cf. l’ordre croise in [3]). 
Assume that (i) does not hold. Choose an undeposited node (il , j,) E D for 
which (i, j) < (il , jr) and (i, j) E D + (i, j) is deposited. Choose (i*, j*) $ D 
such that (i*, j*) < (i,j) < (il !,j,) * (i, j) $ D, and (r, s) < (i,j) < (i*,j*) 3 
(i, j) E D. The situation we have is illustrated below: 
I 
1 
. (r, s) 
(i,* j*l” 
ED 
+D 
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The main hypothesis gives: (i* < i < i, and j < j*) or (j, < j < j* and 
i >, i*) a (i,j) $ D. 
assume that neither conclusion (ii) nor (iii) is true. Then either (i* # r and 
j* # j,) or (i* # ir and j* f s). 
Suppose i* # r and j* #jr. Let i, = i* - 1. If (is , j,) I$ D, the main 
hypothesis shows that (iz , j) $ D when j < j, , and taking j, minimal such that 
(~‘a, ja) E D (so j, < j, < j*), we obtain a pair of nodes satisfying conclusion 
(iv). If (if , j,) E D, let j, = j*, so that (i3 , j,) = (i* - 1, j*) E D and hypothesis 
K holds for (ir , ji) and (ia , j,). Since (ia , j,) < (il , j,) and (ia , j,) < (ii , j,), 
both (iz , ji) and (ia, j,) are deposited in D. Therefore for every picture P, 
P(i2, j,), = P(iz , j,), < P(il , j,), using 4.5 and 4.1(3). By Lemma 4.6, 
P(il , jr), > P(i2 , j,), . We have now shown that either conclusion (iv) or (v) 
is true when i* # r and j* # ji . 
If i* f i1 and j* # s an entirely similar proof gives conclusion (iv) or (vi). 
DEFINITION. Write D, < D, if 4.3 and 4.4 hold for D, and D, , and 
The idea behind this definition is that D, is “nearer” than D, to the case where 
every node is deposited. 
4.8 LEMMA. Assume that D satisfies our main hypothesis. 
(i) Suppose that conclusion (ii) of Theorem 4.7 holds for D. Then there is a 
diagram D1 < D with SD’ E SD andfor every partition y, i{P j P(D) = -[y]}l = 
IP I pw = -[YIN* 
(ii) Suppose that conclusion (iii) of Theorem 4.7 holds for D. Then there is a 
diagram DK < D with SDK z SD and for every partition y, l{P / P(D) = 
-[rl>l = IV’ I f’PK) = -[rl>l. 
Proof. Suppose that conclusion (ii) of Theorem 4.7 holds for D. For some 
i1 > r the (i, - 1)th row of D is empty but the iith row is non-empty. 
LetD’={(i,j)ji#. zi and (i, j) E D} u {(iI - 1, j)l(il , j) ED}. It is then clear 
that 4.3, 4.4 and all the other properties claimed for DI in the statement of the 
lemma are true. Part (ii) of the lemma is similar. 
If the nodes (il , ji) and (i2, j,) E D and satisfy hypothesis K, define DK as in 
Definition 2.3 with respect to the two nodes. Note that our main hypothesis 
gives 
4.9. (i, j) E DK\D * (i, j) E DK, i1 < i and j, = j, and it may be easily 
verified that DK satisfies our main hypothesis. 
The proofs of the next two lemmas are similar, so we supply only the proof 
of Lemma 4.11. 
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4.10 LEMMA. Assume that D sat&--es our main hypothesis, and contains nodes 
(i19jda~(i2,j2) t f sa is ying hypothesis K. Let PK be a picture for DK. Dejke the 
function P by 
P(i, j) = [g[i:Si) 
if (i, j) E D n DK 
if (i, j) E D\DK 
Then P is a picture for D, P(D) = PK(DK) and P(il , j,), 3 P(i2 , j& . 
4.11 LEMMA. Assume that D satis-es our main hypothesis, and contains nodes 
(i1 , j,) and (iz , j,) satisfying hypothesis K. Let P be a picture for D satisfying 
P(il , j,), > P(i2, j,>, . Define the function PK by 
pK(ip j> = /;[i: :;‘, 
if (i, j) E DK n D 
if (i, j) E DK\D 
Then PK is a picture for DK and PK(DK) = P(D). 
Proof. Clearly PK(DK) = P(D), so PK satisfies 4.1(O). We must check that 
4.1(l)-(4) hold for PK. We shall assume that 
(i’, j’) E DK n D and (i, j) E DK\D 
since the other cases are easy. Thus 
PK(i’, j,) = P(i’,f) and PK(i, j) = P&i,), 
i2 < il < i and jr < jz = j (from 4.9). 
The hypothesis of this lemma and 4.1(4) give 
4.12. P(il , jr), > P(i2 , j& and P(il , j,), > P(i2 ,.ja)r . We illustrate the 
relative positions of (il , jr), (it , j,) and (i, j) below: 
In order to verify 4.1(l)-(3), assume that (i’, j’) E DK n D with i’ < i and 
j’ < j. Hypothesis K and 4.9 give either (a) il < i’ andj’ ,( jr or (b) i’ < i2 . 
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Case (a). ir < i’ < i and j’ <jr < j. 
Since (i’,j) and (i, j,) ED, the main hypothesis shows that (i’, jJ E D. Ap- 
plying 4.1(2) and (3) we have 
PK(i’,f)u = P(i’,j’), < P(i’, j,), < P(i, jl)u = PK(i, j)*‘ for u = 1 or 2. 
The first inequality is strict if u = 2, and the second inequality is strict if 
i’ <iandu = 1. 
Case (b). i’<i,<i,andj’<j=jz. 
Applying 4.1 and 4.12 we have 
P"(i',j'), = P(i',j'), < P(i2 ,j,), < P(il ,jJu < P(i, j,) = PK(i, & 
for u = 1 or 2. 
The second inequality is strict if u = 1, and the first inequality is strict if 
j’ < j(= j,) and u = 2. 
We have now proved that 4.1(l)-(3) hold for PK. 
Finally assume that (i’, j’) E DK with i’ > i and j’ < j. Hypothesis K and 4.9 
give j’ < jr . Applying 4.1(4) we have either 
or 
P”(i’,f), = P(i’,j,)l > P(i, j,), = PK(i, j), 
P”(i’,f), = P(?,f), < P(i, j,), = PK(i, j), . 
This shows that 4.1(4) holds for PK, and the lemma is proved. 
Combining Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11, we have 
4.13 LEMMA. Assume that D satisfies our main hypothesis, and contains nodes 
(il , j,) and (i2 , j2) satisfying hypothesis K. Then for every partition y 
I{p 1 P(D) = -[rl ad P(4 , jJz > J’(4) j,),>I = l{P I P(DK) = -[y]}l. 
On the assumption that (il , jr) and (iz , jz) ED and satisfy hypothesis I, we 
can define D1 as in Definition 2.3, and in a precisely similar way obtain: 
4.14 LEMMA. Assume that D satisjies our main hypothesis, and contains nodes 
(il , j,) and (iz , jz) satigying hypothesis I. Then JOY every partition y 
IV I P(D) = -[rl and f% ,j& < P(iz ,&>I = I{P I P(D’) = -[y]>l. 
4.15 THEOREM. Assume that D satisfies our main hypothesis, and some node in 
D is not deposited. Then one of the following holds: 
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(i) There is a diagram b < D with SB g SD. For every partition y 
I{P 1 P(D) = +]}I = j{P I P(B) z= -[r]}j. 
(ii) There are diagrams DK and D’ with DK < D, D1 < D and an FG,- 
homomorphism T such that T(SD) = SD’, T(SDK) == 0, SDK C SD. For every 
partition y 
IPI P(D) = -[rl>l = IV’ I WK) = -M>i + IF’ I W’) = -M>l~ 
Proof. If conclusion (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 4.7 holds, the result follows 
from Lemma 4.8. If conclusion (iv) is the case, then Theorem 2.4 and Lemmas 
4.6,4.13 and 4.14 give our result. If conclusion (v) of Theorem 4.7 holds, since D 
satisfies hypothesis K and (iz ,j,) is deposited in D, we may apply 2.1 to deduce 
SDK G SD. Further, I{P 1 P(D) = -[r]>i = i{P / P(DK) = -[r]}l by Lemma 
4.13. Thus we may take a = DK. Finally, a similar argument shows that we may 
take D = D* when we have conclusion (vi) of Theorem 4.7. 
4.16 THEOREM. Suppose that D satisfies the main hypothesis 4.3. Then we can 
construct a series of submodules 
0 = M,CMIC...CM,c = SD 
such that for all partitions y at least j{P 1 P(D) = -[r]>i of the factors M,+,/M, 
are isomorphic to 9. 
Proof. If every node is deposited in D, there is a unique picture P for D. 
If P(D) = -[y], th en SD E WY] g S’, and the result is certainly true in 
this case. 
If conclusion (i) of Theorem 4.15 is true, then the result follows by induction, 
since D < D and S” E SD. 
If conclusion (ii) of Theorem 4.15 is the case, then SD has submodules 
OCSDKCKer TCSD with SD/Ker T z SD’. 
Since DK < D and D’ < D, the theorem is true for SDK and SD’ by induction. 
Since for each partition y 
IV’ I P(D) = -M>l = IF I PP) = -[rl>l + IV’ I PW = -b4>L 
the result follows. 
4.17 EXAMPLE. Let D = (4, 3, l)\(2) 
X@ 
D=x x@ 
X 
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Then (Y, S) = (1,4) and the deposited nodes are (1, 3) and (1,4). We look 
for a pair of nodes satisfying conclusion (iv), (v) or (vi) of Theorem 4.7. Only 
the pair marked will do ((1, 3) is deposited, so conclusion (v) holds). Then 
OX 
Drx@ x 
Here the two nodes marked satisfy hypotheses K and I. Construct DK and D’ 
with respect to these nodes and continue, obtaining the tree below (At each 
stage we mark the pair of nodes satisfying (iv), (v) or (vi) of Theorem 4.7. On 
two_ occasions, marked (iii), we have the situation of Theorem 4.7(iii)). 
X0 
D=xx@ 
X 
@xIxxxxIxx@x xxxx 
sX@ x -+- g--e@ Xg x x 
X 0 
I +K K x x x x 
X 
X 
X x x 
X@g 
0 
X x x x x x 
X xxzxxx 
(iii) 
X x x x x x 
xx= xx 
X 
(iii) ’ 
Note that the diagrams in which every node is deposited are precisely the images 
of the pictures for D given by Example 4.2, demonstrating that our operations 
preserve picture images. Theorem 4.16 tells us that SD has a series some of 
whose factors are, in order reading from the top, ,!P2), S@J2), S(32) and S(3,2J). 
We shall see in the next section that this accounts for all the factor in the series. 
To illustrate that the series constructed for D may have some factors we have 
not accounted for, we give 
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4.18 EXAMPLE. Let 
X 
D-xx . 
Then D satisfies hypothesis 4.3. 
However, SD1 E SD where 
g)I xxx x x x 
D,= j< (2~ +- X 
X X 
0 X X x x Ixx 
0 XS xg 0 +- x x 
X X 
(iii) @ 
So in this case the pictures for D do not give all the factors of SD (since SD 
has a factor s S@)). This example shows that to apply our method, (ir , jr) 
and (ia , j2) in Theorem 4.7(v) must be chosen so that (is , jr) is deposited in D. 
(Otherwise we could choose the two nodes shown below in D, ; applying the 
isomorphism SD1 g SD given by these nodes loses a picture.) 
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5. SERIES FOR SKEW REPRESENTATIONS 
Recall that Sa # Ss denotes Sa OF S@ t 6, , and 
5.1. The Littlewood-Richardson Rule 
Suppose that 01, j3, y are partitions of n, b and n - b, respectively. Then SQa is 
a composition factor of S$ # Soy only if [cY\~] is a skew diagram. The multiplicity 
of SQa as a factor of S$ # S,v is i{f j f is a bijection from [y] to - [a\/31 satisfying 
4.1(l)-(4111. 
In order to invert this rule, we require 
5.2 LEMMA. Given D, , D, CZ x 72, there is a bijection between the set of 
bijections from D, to -D, satisfying 4.1(l)-(4) and the set of bijections from D, to 
-D, satisfying 4.1(l)-(4). 
Proof. The bijection is given by f t) g where 
f (i, j) = (x, -r> + g(x, Y) = (4 ---A. 
Since conditions 4.1(l)-(4) are equivalent to conditions 4.1(1’)-(4’), f satisfies 
4.1(l)-(4) if and only if g satisfies 4.1(l)-(4). 
5.3 THEOREM. The multiplicity of Soy as a factor of S”,\e = the multiplicity 
of SQa as a factor of SQa # SQ~ = /{P / P is a picture for [a\/31 and P[o1\/3] = 
-[YIN. 
Proof. The first equality follows from Theorem 3.1, using the Frobenius 
Reciprocity Theorem (note that Specht modules are absolutely irreducible 
over Q). Applying Lemma 5.2 to the Littlewood-Richardson rule gives the 
second equality at once. 
Lastly, we need 
5.4 THEOREM (Farahat and Peel [l]). Th e d imension of SE\% is independent of 
the field (and equals the number of standard tableaux of shape [a\p]). 
5.5 THEOREM. We can construct a Specht series for S@. For each partition y, 
precisely /{P 1 P is a picture for [oi\/3] and P[a\/3] = -[y]}l of the factors are 
isomorphic to Sv. 
Proof. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 show that 
dim Sa\fl = 1 j(P 1 P[E\/~] = -[y]}\ dim SY 
Y 
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But hypothesis 4.3 is true for [cQ3], and the result follows from Theorem 4.16. 
Our method not only determines the factors in a Specht series for Sa\a over 
an arbitrary field, but gives an order in which the factors can appear. That the 
order of the factors is important is illustrated by the following simple example: 
5.6 EXAMPLE. Let charP = 3, ol = (3, l), /3 = (1). Then Sa\fi is the natural 
3-dimensional module on which 6, acts. SQ is uniserial, with composition 
factors trivial; alternating; trivial. S(2*1) is also uniserial, with a trivial bottom 
factor. Therefore our Specht series for Sa\B which gives S3) and S2J), reading 
from the top, cannot be reversed. 
It can occur that Sa\s has more than one Specht series. 
5.7 EXAMPLE. S(5,3,2J)\(3) g S(5.4.3.2)\(23) and using our method for each 
of these in turn, we find that the module has a Specht series with factors (reading 
fromthe top), S (5.2.1) S'4.3.1' S(4.2') S(4.2.1"), S(32,2) , , 
series with (3, 22) and (4,2, 12) interchanged. 
, ,‘932.12) > S'3.22.1' and another 
We have used the Littlewood-Richardson Rule to prove that for skew parti- 
tions the multiplicity of Specht factors in Theorem 4.16 is precise. It is in- 
teresting to investigate the progress which can made without quoting the 
Littlewood-Richardson Rule. Note that the diagram D* := {(n - i + 1, z) 1 
1 < i < n> is a skew partition, and SD* is isomorphic to the regular representa- 
tion of 6, . The Specht series we construct for this has the right multiplicities, 
since each Se occurs with multiplicity equal to the number of standard tableaux 
of shape [a]. Therefore if D is a diagram which can be obtained from D* by the 
constructions allowed by Theorem 4.7, then SD has a series with exactly 
I{P 1 P(D) = -[r]>i factors isomorphic to 9. 
If D, , D, ,..., D, are diagrams, let DID2 ... D, denote a diagram having 
D, > D, >..., D, as disjoint components with D, north-east of D, if u < ZJ. (If, 
for 1 < u < k, D, C {(;,j) / 1 ,( i < rU , 1 < j < c,,}, we can do this formally 
by letting 
D,Dz...D,= 6 i+ i r,,jt”cc, 
u-1 v=u-t1 tl=l 
For example, D* = [l][l] ... [l]. Taking (2r , jr) = (2, n - 1) and (i2 ,jz) = 
(1, n), we obtain D*K = [12][1] ... [l], D*’ = [2][1] ... [l]. For any partition y 
of n’ < n we can obtain (-[r])[l] ... [l] f rom D* by a series of isomorphisms 
and K and I moves. Next, (il , jr) = (n’ + 2, n - n’ - 1) and (& , j2) = 
(n’ + 1, n - n’) satisfy Theorem 4.7(iv). Thus we can obtain (-[;/1)[2][1] ... [l] 
from D*. Continuing in this fashion, for any partition /3 = (pi , /$ ,..., ps) of 
n - n’, we can reach (-[~])[p1][p2] *.* v,]. Th ere f ore, without resorting to the 
Littlewood-Richardson Rule, we have proved: 
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5.8 Young’s Rule 
If D = (-[r])@J .‘. @J, then SD h as a Specht series with precisely j(P j P is 
a picture for D and P(D) = -[a]}1 factors isomorphic to Ser. 
We are prevented from obtaining (-[r])( -[/3]) from D* because when we 
try to use the construction given by 4.7( ) v or vi to nodes (ir , j,), (iz , j,) with ( ) 
i, > n’, (is , j,) and (ir , js) will not be deposited. 
For example, from [I]” we can reach 
X X x 
x x X x x 
or but not 
x x x x x x 
X 
Certainlyforeveryaandy /{P 1 P([--y][l] ... [l]) = -[a]>1 = ((PjP([y][lJ... 
[I]) = -[crj>], and if the reader is prepared to believe that this equals 
I{P 1 P([l] *.. [l][y]) = ---[a]}[, then the Littlewood-Richardson Rule follows, 
since we can reach L;s][y] from [I] ... [l][r]. U n or unately, f t the last-mentioned 
equality is hard to prove, since we need the associativity and commutativity of 
the rule for “multiplying” diagrams. (It is possible to construct an alternative 
proof relying only on associativity). Since our methods show that S* # S’ has 
at least the factors given by the Littlewood-Richardson Rule, another way of 
proving the Rule is to verify that the dimensions add up correctly. Once again, 
this is a difficult piece of combinatorics, and the interested reader is referred 
to [3], where the details of the various combinatorial techniques required to 
conclude a proof along these lines are supplied. 
The natural way of completing a proof of the Littlewood-Richardson Rule 
would be to prove that whenever we apply the operator K in 2.4, SDK is the 
kernel of T. However, example 4.18 shows that this does not hold for every 
diagram D. It would be interesting to obtain a classification of the cases where 
SDK = Ker T, and to give a direct proof of the equality. In [2], a hard com- 
binatorial result was used to establish the equality in certain cases, but the 
general problem is hindered by ignorance of a basis for SD when D is not a 
skew-diagram. 
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